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SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING STATEMENT 

Kyocera Europe Group 

This Statement is made pursuant to Section 54 of the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015 and sets out the 

steps that KYOCERA Europe GmbH and its affiliates (hereinafter collectively referred to as 

"KYOCERA Europe Group") have taken during the financial year 2020 to prevent slavery and human 

trafficking in our supply chains or in any part of our business. 

OUR BUSINESS AND OPERATION 

KYOCERA Europe GmbH is a wholly-owned subsidiary of KYOCERA Corporation Japan (hereinafter 

referred to as "KCJ") and is part of the globally acting KYOCERA group (hereinafter referred to as 

"KYOCERA Group"). We are headquartered in Esslingen, Germany, with sales offices in the United 

Kingdom, France, ltaly, Russia, China and a large presence in Scandinavia. 

The KYOCERA Europe Group seil ceramic components for various industrial applications, ceramic 

kitchenware, printing devices for industrial printing solutions as weil as industrial cutting tools and 

fastening solutions for the building industry. 

A significant portion of the products sold by the KYOCERA Europe Group are supplied by KCJ. The 

cutting tool products are either manufactured within KYOCERA Group (Japan, Denmark, Lithuania, 

United Kingdom, USA, Germany) or by suppliers in Europe or Asia. 

KYOCERA PHILOSOPHY AND POLICIES 

KYOCERA Europe Group manages its business according to the KYOCERA Philosophy relating to life 

and management. lts central principle is to "Do what is right as a human being," a concept that is 

applied in all our decision making processes. By showing the importance of fairness and diligent effort, 

it serves as a paradigm for our conduct. 

The entire KYOCERA Group is operated in accordance with the 10 principles of the UN Global 

Compact on Human Rights, which KCJ joined in 2011. In 2014 KCJ established the "Kyocera Group 

CSR Guidelines" as their code of conduct for business activities throughout KYOCERA Group, which 

includes commitments to respect the human rights of employees and to eliminate slavery and human 

trafficking. KYOCERA Group has a zero tolerance policy on trafficked, bonded, child, forced or 

compulsory labour or servitude. 




